Reading Surah Yaseen
Surah Ya’seen

Read Surah Yaseen every night. Rasulullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam said: “The person who reads Yaseen every night, (he) will be pardoned.”

(Baihaqi)

Rasulullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam said: “The person who reads Surah Yaseen every night, thus, when he dies, he will die as a sha’heed (martyr).”

(Tabaraani)

Rasulullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam said: “All things have a heart, the heart of the Quraan is Yasseen. The person who reads Yasseen, (once) Allah will record for its reader a thawaab (reward) equal to the reward of a thousand martyrs.”

Arabic Translation Transliteration
Reading Surah Yaseen is equivalent to reading the whole Quran 10 times.

“Everything has a heart and the heart of the Glorious Quran is Surah Yaseen. Whoever reads Surah Yaseen, Allah records for them a reward equal to that of reading the whole Quran 10 times.” [Maqal, Tirmidhi 2812/A & Dhahabi]

Reading Surah Yaseen and memorizing Surah Yaseen invokes the blessings of Allah.

It is said that Allah recited Surah Yaseen and Surah Taha 1000 yeards before the creation of Heaven and Earth, and upon hearing this, the angels said, “Blessing is for the ummah unto whom the Quran will be sent down; blessing is for the hearts that will memorize it, and blessing is for the tongues that will recite it.”

Reading Surah Yaseen invokes the mercy of Allah to forgive your sins.

“Whoever reads Surah Yaseen for the pleasure of Allah only, all his earlier sins are forgiven. Therefore make a practice of reading this Surah over your dead.”

Read Surah Yaseen at every beginning of the day and every end of the day to have your prayers answered. Make sure you read it with knowledge and understanding. If you do not know Arabic, read a trusted translation of the Surah.

Reading Surah Yaseen benefits the reader in this life as well as in the Hereafter.
According to one hadith, Surah Yaseen is named in the Torah as “Mun’imah” i.e. Giver of Good Things. This is because it contains benefits of the reader both in this world and the next. It removes from them the afflictions of this worlds and the next. Surah Yaseen also takes away the dread of the next life. [Hashiya of Tafsir Jalalalayn, pg 368]
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